SHARED SERVICES

HUNTING FOR FOUNDERS
total transparency - no hidden agenda
may I look into you and recruit you
we can both stop at anytime

Underrepresented Names
part-of-speech tagging
focus on proper nouns
compare to female names
compare to asian surnames
compare to black first names

consider gender/race recongition
using photos inside the articles
cuts down on human validation time

will feel safer opening up
will ask more questions
not feel being used

automatically look for linkedin
and other social media profiles

let our network open doors
we can help with early calls

younger, the better
no bad habits - yet!

false positives/negatives
validate VC fit and potential
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Startup stage
None?
Ideation?
Angel?
Preseed?
Seed?
Etc.

build dossiers, backgrounds
for how to best approach

Funding

7

Reverse
Pitch

1
Unstructured
Data Mining

tag articles on
hot startup areas

VCs will also use it
to recruit employees
for existing portfolio

Final
Contracts
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VC Validation

4

Twitter Data Collection

RSS Data Collection

all universities
major labs
research publications

college town newspapers
technical journals
research from mainstream
hbcu-type colleges

psychological support
milestone management
grow network (resources)
mentorship

revenue introductions
exponential pathways
infrastructure support
scale of impact

Execution
Support
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3
ROI Potential
Analysis

sell blueprinting
services to other VCs
sell opportunity to
another VC fund for fee
or very small stake

Accountability

makes later
step easier

webscraper processes
10K+ tweets+ a day

Process Navigation

Growth Mindset
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6
Exponential Technology

VCs initially
build a starter set
(watch list)

We are in this together
We succeed or we fail
But it’s we not you

bring in another vc
to share risk and
help do final funding

sell daily newsbrief
to VC industry on
upcoming opps

monitor funding
deals for additional
startup trends

We found you, not you us
You were not in founder mode
You may have a great idea
But you need lot’s of support

release in 3 month sprints
must do monthly reporting
early interventions

Make Founders
an Offer
Human Review

Key Concepts

we have expert coders on call
they can help with debugging

Recruit Founder(s)

Hunt for
Potential
Founders

focus on college grad/phds
no mortgage, kids, commitments
no bad habits yets

investor relations software
sales mentorship
marketing mentorship
technical mentorship

race/ethnicity/gender matching
push significance over success
founder surrounded with help

play to win
refuse to lose

do not start with idea
they will not come to you
they will be very resistant

bad news expected
don’t wait and drop a bomb

Offer Package

build once, sell many times
high revenue/employee
niche or bleeding edge
early/first mover

Develop Execution Plan
Create The Team

clearly define release 1
agree to disagree
lock scope & budget

yes!
no

once founder interested
introduce rest of VC team

Equity Holders
locations don’t matter
adult supervision
revenue focus

Due Diligence

Market Analysis

Blueprint Opportunity

may not be a marketable idea
is too early to introduce it
is so complex, no one will understand
exponential, but small TAM

founder helps with this phase
is it too popular - crossed chasm
can it be monitized in long run
exciting and has a good narrative

time to market
total addressable market
sprints and milestones
rest of team makeup

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESSES

each executive accountable to investors
identify problems very early
set task milestones
admit mistakes quickly

